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Abstract. The notion of data type specification refinement is discussed
in a setting of System F and the logic for parametric polymorphism
of Plotkin and Abadi. At first order, one gets a notion of specification
refinement up to observational equivalence in the logic simply by us-
ing Luo’s formalism. This paper generalises this notion to abstract data
types whose signatures contain higher-order and polymorphic functions.
At higher order, the tight connection in the logic between the existence
of a simulation relation and observational equivalence ostensibly breaks
down. We show that an alternative notion of simulation relation is suit-
able. This also gives a simulation relation in the logic that composes at
higher order, thus giving a syntactic logical counterpart to recent ad-
vances on the semantic level.

1 Introduction

The idea behind formal specification refinement is that a program is the end-
product of a step-wise refinement process starting from an abstract high-level
specification. At each refinement step some design decisions and implementa-
tion issues are resolved, and if each refinement step can be proven correct, the
resulting program is guaranteed to satisfy the initial specification.

There are several frameworks in which to do this and several ideas of what it is
for one specification to be a refinement of another. A prominent framework is that
of algebraic specification; see [9] for a survey and comprehensive bibliography.
But there has been substantial development in other fields as well, notably in
type theory, where also ideas from algebraic specification have been expressed.

This paper investigates specification refinement in a setting consisting of
System F and relational parametricity in Reynolds’ sense [35,23] as expressed
in Plotkin and Abadi’s logic for parametric polymorphism [31]. This setting
allows an elegant formalisation of abstract data types as existential types [27].
Moreover, the relational parametricity axiom enables one to derive in the logic
that two concrete data types, i.e. inhabitants of existential type, are equal if
and only if there exists a simulation relation [16] between their implementation
parts. Together with the fact that at first order, equality at existential type is
derivably equivalent to a notion of observational equivalence, this formalises the
semantic proof principle of Mitchell [25]. This lifts the type-theoretic formalism
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of refinement due to Luo [22] to a notion in the logic of specification refinement
up to observational equivalence; a key issue in program development.

In this paper, we discuss the above type-theoretic notion of specification
refinement in more generality, i.e. we treat data types whose operations may
be higher order and polymorphic. At higher order, the formal link between the
existence of a simulation relation and observational equivalence breaks down.
Our solution in the logic is to use an alternative notion of simulation relation
based on a weaker arrow-type relation. This notion composes at higher-order,
thus relating the syntactic level to recent and on-going work on the semantic level
remedying the fact that logical relations traditionally used to describe refinement
do not compose at higher order [17,18,21,20,32].

In [12] an account of algebraic specification refinement [38,37] is mapped to
the first-order type-theoretic refinement notion, and the two accounts of refine-
ment are shown to coincide. Important issues in algebraic specification refine-
ment, such as the choice of input sorts [36] and the stability of constructors
[39,37,10], are automatically resolved in the type-theoretic setting. Other work
linking algebraic specification and type theory includes [28,34,2,41,40]. Relevant
work using System F and parametricity includes [29,30] showing that the intro-
duction of non-terminating recursion also breaks down the tight correspondence
between the existence of a simulation relation and observational equivalence.

In [12] a proof method from algebraic specification for proving observational
refinements [5,4,6] is imported into the type-theory logic by adding axioms postu-
lating the existence of quotients and sub-objects. Work related to this is [33,42].
The higher-order generalisation of this is to be found in [13].

Section 2 outlines the type theory. In Sect. 3 refinement is introduced in a
first-order setting, and Sect. 4 generalises to higher-order and polymorphism.

2 System F and the Logic for Parametric Polymorphism

We briefly recall the parametric λ-calculus System F, and sketch the accompa-
nying logic of [31,24] for relational parametricity on System F. It is this accom-
panying logic that bears a relational extension rather than the λ-calculus. See [1]
for a more internalised approach. System F has types and terms as follows:

T ::= X | T → T | ∀X.T t ::= x | λx:T.t | tt | ΛX.t | tT

where X and x range over type and term variables resp. However, formulae are
now built using the usual connectives from equations and relation symbols:

φ ::= (t =A u) | R(t, u) | · · · | ∀R⊂A×B.φ | ∃R⊂A×B.φ

where R ranges over relation symbols. We write α[R, X, x] to indicate possible
and all occurrences of R, X and x in α, and may write α[ρ, A, t] for the result
of substitution, following the appropriate rules concerning capture.

A second-order environment consists of a type environment ∆ and a term-
environment Γ depending on ∆ as usual. For notational convenience we will
amalgamate environments into a single environment Γ . Judgements for type and
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term formation are as usual. However, formula formation now involves relation
symbols, and we therefore employ relation environments, viz. a finite sequence
Υ of relational typings R ⊂ A×B of relation variables, depending on ∆, and
obeying standard conventions for environments. The formation rules for atomic
formulae consists of the usual one for equations, and now also one for relations:

Γ ` t:A, Γ ` u:B, Γ ` Υ, Υ ` R⊂A×B

Γ, Υ ` R(t, u) Prop (also written tRu)

The other formation rules for formulae are as one would expect. Relation envi-
ronments will also be amalgamated into Γ . Relation definition is accommodated:

Γ, x:A, y:B ` φ Prop
Γ ` (x:A, y:B) . φ ⊂ A×B

For example eqA
def= (x:A, y:A).(x =A y).

If ρ⊂A×B, ρ′⊂A′×B′ and ρ′′[R]⊂A[Y ]×B[Z], then complex relations are
built by ρ → ρ′ ⊂ (A → A′)×(B → B′) where

(ρ → ρ′) def= (f:A → A′, g:B → B′).(∀x:A∀x′:B.(xρx′ ⇒ (fx)ρ′(gx′)))

and ∀(Y, Z, R⊂Y ×Z)ρ′′[R] ⊂ (∀Y.A[Y ])×(∀Z.B[Z]) where

∀(Y, Z, R⊂Y×Z)ρ′′ def=(y:∀Y.A[Y ], z:∀Z.B[Z]).(∀Y ∀Z∀R⊂Y×Z.((yY )ρ′′[R](zZ)))

One can now acquire further definable relations by substituting definable re-
lations for type variables in types. For X = X1, . . . , Xn, B = B1, . . . , Bn,
C = C1, . . . , Cn and ρ = ρ1, . . . , ρn, where ρi⊂Bi×Ci, we get T [ρ]⊂T [B]×T [C],
the action of T [X] on ρ, defined by cases on T [X] as follows:

T [X] = Xi : T [ρ] = ρi

T [X] = T ′[X] → T ′′[X] : T [ρ] = T ′[ρ] → T ′′[ρ]
T [X] = ∀X ′.T ′[X, X ′] : T [ρ] = ∀(Y, Z, R⊂Y ×Z).T ′[ρ, R]

The proof system giving the consequence relation of the logic is natural de-
duction over formulae now involving relation symbols, and is hence augmented
with inference rules for relation symbols, for example we have for Φ a finite set
of formulae:

Φ `Γ,R⊂A×B φ[R]
Φ `Γ ∀R⊂A×B . φ[R]

Φ `Γ ∀R⊂A×B.φ[R], Γ ` ρ⊂A×B

Φ `Γ φ[ρ]

We will usually conveniently omit the sequent symbol `Γ henceforth. One also
has axioms for equational reasoning and βη equalities. Finally, the following
parametricity axiom schema is asserted:

Param : ∀Y1, . . . , ∀Yn∀u: (∀X.T [X, Y1, . . . , Yn]) . u(∀X.T [X, eqY1
, . . . , eqYn

])u

To understand, it helps to ignore the parameters Yi and expand the definition
to get ∀u: (∀X.T [X ]) .∀Y ∀Z∀R⊂Y ×Z . u(Y ) T [R] u(Z) i.e. if one instantiates
a polymorphic inhabitant at two related types then the results are also related.
This logic is sound w.r.t. to the parametric PER-model of [3] and the syntactic
parametric models of [14]. Crucially, we have the following link to equality:
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Fact 1 (Identity Extension Lemma [31]). For any T [Z], the following se-
quent is derivable using Param.

∀Z.∀u, v:T . (u T [eqZ ] v ⇔ (u =T v))

Encapsulation is provided by the following encoding of existential types and
the following pack and unpack combinators.

∃X.T [X ] def= ∀Y.(∀X.(T [X ] → Y ) → Y )

packT [X]:∀X.(T [X ] → ∃X.T [X ])
packT [X](A)(impl ) def= ΛY.λf:∀X.(T [X ] → Y ).f(A)(impl)

unpackT [X]: (∃X.T [X ]) → ∀Y.(∀X.(T [X ] → Y ) → Y )
unpackT [X](package)(B)(client) def= package(B)(client)

We omit subscripts to pack and unpack as much as possible. Operationally, pack
packages a data representation and an implementation of operators on that data
representation. The resulting package is a polymorphic functional that given a
client and its result domain, instantiates the client with the particular elements
of the package. And unpack is the application operator for pack.

Fact 2 (Characterisation by Simulation Relation [31]). The following se-
quent schema is derivable using Param.

∀Z.∀u, v:∃X.T [X, Z] .
u =∃X.T [X,Z] v ⇔ ∃A, B.∃a:T [A, Z], b:T [B, Z].∃R⊂A×B .

u = (packAa) ∧ v = (packBb) ∧ a(T [R, eqZ ])b

The sequent in Fact 2 states the equivalence of equality at existential type with
the existence of a simulation relation in the sense of [25]. From this we also get

∀Z.∀u:∃X.T [X, Z].∃A.∃a:T [A, Z] . u = (packA a)

Weak versions of standard constructs such as products, initial and final
(co-)algebras are encodable in System F [7]. With Param, these constructs are
provably universal constructions. We can e.g. freely use product types. Given
ρ⊂A×B and ρ′⊂A′×B′, (ρ × ρ) is defined as the action (X ×X ′)[ρ, ρ′]. One
derives ∀u:A×A′, v:B×B′ . u(ρ×ρ′)v ⇔ (fst(u) ρ fst(v) ∧ snd(u) ρ snd(v)). We
use the abbreviations bool

def= ∀X.X → X → X , nat
def= ∀X.X → (X → X) → X ,

and list(A) def= ∀X.X → (A → X → X) → X . These inductive types are provably
initial constructs.

3 Data Type Specification and First-Order Results

Existential types provide a nice way of specifying abstract data types [27]. In
System F and the accompanying logic of [31], this mode of specification leads to
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specification up to observational equivalence, where the latter is defined w.r.t.
some given finite set Obs of closed inductive types for which the Identity Exten-
sion Lemma (Fact 1) gives x (C[ρ]) y ⇔ x =C y. Examples are bool and nat.
In the following we shall use record type notation as a notational convenience.

Definition 1 (Abstract Data Type Specification). An abstract data type
specification SP is a tuple

〈〈SigSP , ΘSP 〉,Obs〉
where SigSP = ∃X.TSP [X ], for TSP [X ] = Record(f1:T1, . . . , fk:Tk),
and where ΘSP (u) = ∃X.∃x:TSP [X ] . u = (packXx) ∧ ΦSP [X, x].

If ΘSP (u) is derivable, then u is said to be a realisation of SP.

Example 1. For example Stack
def= 〈〈SigStack, ΘStack〉, {nat}〉, where

SigStack = ∃X.TStack[X ],
TStack[X ] = Record(empty:X, push:nat×X → X, pop:X → X, top:X → nat),
ΘStack(u) = ∃X.∃x:TStack[X ] . u = (packXx) ∧

∀x:nat, s:X . x.pop(x.push(x, s)) = s ∧
∀x:nat, s:X . x.top(x.push(x, s)) = x

d

We reserve T[X ] for the function-profile part of abstract data types ∃X.T[X ].
For brevity, in this paper we do not consider parameterised specifications and
so assume X to be the only free type variable in T[X ].

The notion of specification of Def. 1 resembles that of [22]. However, as we
are about to see, the important difference is that here equality of data-type
inhabitants is inherently behavioural, and implementation is up to observational
equivalence. In analogy to the meta-level notion in [25], we define observational
equivalence in terms of observable computations in the logic as follows.

Definition 2 (Observational Equivalence (ObsEq)). Define observational
equivalence ObsEq w.r.t. Obs in the logic by

ObsEq
def= (u:∃X.T[X ], v:∃X.T[X ]).

(∃A, B.∃a:T[A], b:T[B] . u = (packAa) ∧ v = (packBb) ∧∧
C∈Obs ∀f:∀X.(T[X ] → C) . (fA a) = (fB b))

The first result is essential to understanding the notion of specification in Def. 1.
It is a syntactic counterpart to a semantic result in [25,26].

Theorem 3 ([12]). Suppose 〈〈∃X.T[X ], Θ〉,Obs〉 is an abstract data type speci-
fication such that T[X ] only contains first-order function profiles. Then, assum-
ing Param, equality at existential type is derivably equivalent to observational
equivalence, i.e. the following is derivable in the logic.

∀u, v:∃X.T[X ] . u =∃X.T[X] v ⇔ u ObsEq v

Proof: This follows from Fact 2 and Theorem 4 below. 2
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Theorem 4 ([12]). Let ∃X.T[X ] be as in Theorem 3. Then, assuming Param,
the existence of a simulation relation is derivably equivalent to observational
equivalence, i.e. the following is derivable.

∀A, B.∀a:T[A], b:T[B] .
∃R⊂A×B . a(T[R])b ⇔ ∧

C∈Obs ∀f:∀X.(T[X ] → C) . (fA a) = (fB b)

Proof: ⇒: This follows from Param.
⇐: We must exhibit an R such that a(T[R])b. Semantically, [25,26,39] relate

elements iff they are denotable by some common term. We mimic this: For R
give Dfnbl

def= (a:A, b:B).(∃f:∀X.(T[X ] → X).(fA a) = a ∧ (fB b) = b). 2

Given Theorem 3, ΘSP (u) of Def. 1 expresses “u is observationally equivalent to
a package (packXx) that satisfies the axioms ΦSP”. Hence specification according
to Def. 1 is up to observational equivalence.

Notice that there is nothing hindering having free variables in an observable
computation f : ∀X.(T[X ] → C). Importantly, though, these free variables can
not be of the existentially bound type.

Example 2 ([15]). Consider specification Set
def= 〈〈SigSet, ΘSet〉, {bool, nat}〉, for

SigSet = ∃X.TSet[X ],
TSet[X ] = Record(empty:X, add:nat×X→X, remove:nat×X→X, in:nat×X→bool),
ΘSet(u) = ∃X.∃x:TSet[X ] . u = (packXx) ∧

∀x:nat, s:X . x.add(x, x.add(x, s)) = x.add(x, s) ∧
∀x, y:nat, s:X . x.add(x, x.add(y, s)) = x.add(y, x.add(x, s)) ∧
∀x:nat . x.in(x, x.empty) = false ∧
∀x, y:nat, s:X . x.in(x, x.add(y, s)) = if x =nat y then true else x.in(x, s) ∧
∀x:nat, s:X . x.in(x, x.remove(x, s)) = false

Consider the data type LI def= (pack list(nat) l): SigSet, where l.empty gives the
empty list, l.add adds a given element to the end of a list only if the element does
not occur in the list, l.in is the occurrence function, and l.remove removes the first
occurrence of a given element. Typing allows users of LI to only build lists using
l.empty and l.add, and on such lists the efficient l.remove gives the intended result.
Crucially, any closed observation f :∀X.(TSet[X ] → C), C ∈ Obs can only refer
to lists built using l.empty and l.add. For example, in the observable computation
ΛX.λx:TSet[X ] . x.in(x, x.remove(x, g)), where g is a term of the bound type X ,
the typing rules insist that g can only be of the form x.add(· · · x.add(x.empty) · · ·)
and not a free variable. This implies through Theorem 3 that LI is a realisation
of Set according to Def. 1.

In the world of algebraic specification, there is no formal restriction on the
set In of so-called input-sorts. Thus, if one chooses the set of input sorts to
be In = {set, bool, nat}, then in(x, remove(x, s)) where s is a variable, is an
observable computation. This computation might give true, since s ranges over
all lists. In algebraic specification one has to explicitly restrict input sorts to not
include the abstract sort, in this case set, when defining observational equivalence
[36], whereas the type-theoretic formalism deals with this automatically. d
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The idea of specification refinement up to observational equivalence can now
be expressed straight-forwardly by simply using the notion of refinement in [22].

Definition 3 (Type Theory Specification Refinement). A specification
SP ′ is a refinement of specification SP, via constructor F:SigSP ′ → SigSP if

∀u:SigSP ′ . ΘSP ′(u) ⇒ ΘSP (Fu)

is derivable. We write SP ;
F

SP ′ for this fact.

The notion of constructor F : SigSP ′ → SigSP in Def. 3 is based on the notion
of parameterised program [10]. Given a program P that is a realisation of SP ′,
the instantiation F (P ) is then a realisation of SP . Constructors correspond to
refinement maps in [22]. It is evident that the refinement relation of Def. 3 is in
a sense transitive, i.e. we have vertical composability [11]:

SP ;
F

SP ′ and SP ′;
F ′ SP ′′ ⇒ SP ;

F◦F ′SP ′′

where F ◦F ′ def= λu:SigSP ′′ .F (F ′u). In terms of algebraic-specification, any con-
structor F:SigSP ′ → SigSP is by Theorem 3 inherently stable under parametric-
ity: Congruence gives ∀u, v : SigSP ′ . u =SigSP′ v ⇒ F (u) =SigSP

F (v). And
equality at existential type is of course observational equivalence.

Relating data types by simulation relations is often called data refinement.
There are thus two refinement dimensions; one concerning specifications, and
within each stage of this refinement process, a second dimension concerning ob-
servational equivalence, i.e. simulation relations, i.e. data refinement. At first
order, theorems 3 and 4 give the essential property that the existence of simula-
tion relations is transitive, but we can actually give a more constructive result:

Theorem 5 (Composability of Simulation Relations). Suppose T[X ] only
contains first-order function profiles. Then we can derive

∀A, B, G, R⊂A×B, S⊂B×G, a:T[A], b:T[B], g:T[G].
a(T[R])b ∧ b(T[S])g ⇒ a(T[S ◦R])g

4 Higher Order

If T[X ] has higher-order function profiles, Theorem 4 fails due to Dfnbl not
extending to a logical relation. Theorem 5 fails as well, and indeed we cannot
even derive that the existence of simulation relations is transitive.

The solution we present here is based on an alternative notion of simu-
lation relation, and is motivated as follows. Consider the higher-order signa-
ture ∃X.Record(f : (X → X) → nat, g : X → X). One requirement for an
R ⊂ A×B to be respected in the standard sense by two implementations a

and b, is that ∀δ : A → A, ∀γ : B → B . δ(R → R)γ ⇒ a.f(δ) =nat b.f(γ).
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But since f is defined within a package, f should be specific to that pack-
age, and f ’s behaviour on elements outside the package should be irrelevant.
Therefore the proof obligation should not have to consider the behaviour of
a.f and b.f on arbitrary operators δ : A → A and γ : B → B as long as their
behaviour satisfies the requirement for operators defined in terms of a.g and
b.g and operators of globally accessible types. This view is partly what the type
system promotes through existential types: Operationally, the only way two con-
crete data types (packAa) and (packBb) can be used is in clients of the form
ΛX.λx: Record(f : (X → X) → nat, g: X → X) . t. Such a client can incite the
application of a.f and b.f to a.g and b.g resp., but not to arbitrary δ:A → A and
γ : B → B. Existential types therefore provide an abstraction barrier to which
the standard definition of type relations is in a certain sense oblivious, and we
suggest altering the relational proof criteria accordingly.

As before T[X ] denotes the body of an abstract data type ∃X.T[X ], now
possibly with higher-order and polymorphic profiles. We shall assume that

adt : T[X ] = Record(f1:T1[X ], . . . , fk:Tk[X ]), where each fi:Ti[X ] is in uncur-
ried form, i.e. Ti[X ] is of the form Ti1[X ] × · · · × Tni [X ] → Tci [X ], where
Tci [X ] is not an arrow type. If Tci [X ] is a universal type, then Tci[X ] ∈ Obs .

4.1 The Alternative Simulation Relation

For brevity we will abuse vector notation. For a k-ary vector Y , we write e.g.
∀Y for the string ∀Y1.∀Y2. . . .∀Yk, and similarly for ΛY . If k = 0 then the above
all denote the empty string. The first l components of Y are denoted by Y |l.
Definition 4 (Data Type Relation). For T[X ], for k-ary Y , l-ary, l ≥ k,
E, F , ρ⊂E×F , A, B, R⊂A×B, a: T[A], b: T[B], we define the data type
relation U [ρ, R]? inductively by

U = X : U [ρ, R]? def= R
U = Yi : U [ρ, R]? def= ρi

U = ∀X ′.U ′[Y , X ′, X ] : U [ρ, R]? def=
∀(El+1, Fl+1, ρl+1⊂El+1×Fl+1)(U ′[ρ, ρl+1, R]?)

U = U ′ → U ′′ : U [ρ, R]? def=
(g:U ′[E, A] → U ′′[E, A], h:U ′[F , B] → U ′′[F , B]) . (∀x:U ′[E, A], ∀y:U ′[F , B] .

(x U ′[ρ, R]? y ∧ Dfnbl?U ′[Y ,X](x, y)) ⇒ (gx) U ′′[ρ, R]? (hy))

where

Dfnbl?U ′[Y ,X](x, y) def=
∃f:∀Y .∀X.(T[X ] → U ′[Y , X ]) . (fE|kA a) = x ∧ (fF |kB b) = y

We usually omit the type subscript to the Dfnbl? clause.

The essence of Def. 4 is that the arrow type relation is weakened with the Dfnbl?

clause. This clause is an extension of the relation exhibited for the proof of
Theorem 4. We have conveniently:
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Lemma 6. For T[X ] satisfying adt, we can derive

a(T[R]?)b ⇔ ∧1≤i≤k a.fi (Ti[R]?) b.fi

We also want the data type relation of Def. 4 to retain the property of being the
equality over types in Obs . This is not derivable, but since Obs contains only
inductive types, we get a semantic justification for this property.

Lemma 7. With respect to the parametric PER-model of [3] it is sound to assert
the following axiom schema for C ∈ Obs.

Ident: ∀x, y:C . x =C y ⇔ x(C[ρ]?)y

Now with the alternative notion of simulation relation T[R]? obtained from
Def. 4, we obtain variants of Theorem 4 valid also for higher-order function pro-
files (theorems 9 and 15). However, this comes at a price, since we here choose
not to alter the parametricity axiom schema. Consequently, we loose proof power
when considering the alternative simulation relation in universal type relations,
and we can no longer rely directly on parametricity, as in Lemma 4, when de-
riving observational equivalence from the existence of a simulation relation.

4.2 Special Parametricity

Our solutions to this is to validate semantically special instances of alternative
parametricity sufficient to reinstate the necessary proof power.

The special instances come in two variants, both based on the notion of
closed observations. In shifting attention from general observable computations
as proclaimed in Def. 2, to a notion of closed observations, we must now specify
the collection In of input types in observations. (Compare this to the discussion
around Example 2.) A sensible choice is to regard all types in Obs as input types,
and henceforth In is assumed to contain this.

In the following we write for instance (∀X.T[X ]? → U [X ]?), meaning the
relation ∀(A, B, R⊂A×B)(T[R]? → U [R]?).

Lemma 8. For T[X ] adhering to adt, for f:∀X.(T[X ] → U [X ]), for any U [X ],
and where free term variables of f are of types in In, we can derive

f (∀X.T[X ]? → U [X ]?) f

By Lemma 8, the following axiom schema is sound w.r.t. any model whose inter-
pretations of all f : ∀X.(T[X ] → U [X ]) are denotable by terms whose only free
variables are of types in In. For T[X ] adhering to adt , for any U [X ],

spParam: ∀f:∀X.(T[X ] → U [X ]) . f (∀X.T[X ]? → U [X ]?) f
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And then using spParam we get a general version of Theorem 4:
Theorem 9. Given spParam, for T[X ] adhering to adt, the existence of a
simulation relation coincides with observational equivalence, i.e. we can derive

∀A, B.∀a:T[A], b:T[B] .
∃R⊂A×B . a(T[R]?)b ⇔ ∧

C∈Obs ∀f:∀X.(T[X ] → C) . (fA a) = (fB b)

Proof: ⇒: This follows from spParam and Ident.
⇐: We have to show that ∃R ⊂ A×B . a(T[R]?)b is derivable. We ex-

hibit R
def= (a : A, b : B).(Dfnbl?(a, b)). Due to the assumption adt , it suffices

by Lemma 6 to show for every component g:U → V in T[X ] the derivability of

∀x:U [A], ∀y:U [B] . (x U [R]? y ∧ Dfnbl?(x, y)) ⇒ (a.g x) V [R]? (b.g y)

where V [X ] is either some C ∈ Obs , whence we recall Ident, or the variable X .
Now Dfnbl?(x, y) gives ∃fU :∀X.(T[X ] → U [X ]) . (fUA a) = x ∧ (fUB b) = y.
Let f

def= ΛX.λx:T[X ] . (x.g(fUXx)).
V [X ] = C ∈ Obs: We may show that a.g x =C b.g y is derivable. The as-

sumption gives (fA a) =C (fB b) which by β-reduction gives the desired result.
V [X ] = X : We must derive ∃f : ∀X.(T[X ] → V [X ]) . (fA a) = (a.g x) ∧

(fB b) = (b.g y). For this we display f above. 2

We also regain not only transitivity of the existence of simulation relations, but
also composability of simulation relations. This relates the syntactic level to
recent and on-going work on the semantic level, namely the pre-logical relations
of [17,18], the lax logical relations of [32,21], and the L-relations of [20].
Theorem 10 (Composability of Simulation Relations). Given spParam,
for T[X ] adhering to adt, we can derive

∀A, B, G, R⊂A×B, S⊂B×G, a:T[A], b:T[B], g:T[G].
a(T[R]?)b ∧ b(T[S]?)g ⇒ a(T[S ◦R]?)g

Proof: Assuming a(T[R]?)b ∧ b(T[S]?)g, the goal is to derive for every compo-
nent g:U → V in T[X ]

∀x:U [A], ∀z:U [G] . (x U [S ◦R]? z ∧ Dfnbl?(x, z)) ⇒ (a.g x) V [S ◦R]? (g.g z)

By Dfnbl?(x, z) we construct f
def= ΛX.λx:T[X ] . (x.g(fUXx)).

V [X ] = C ∈ Obs: By assumption and Theorem 9 (fA a) = (fB b) = (fGg),
and a.g x = (fA a) and (fGg) = g.g z

V [X ] = X : We must show ∃b : U [B] . (a.g x) R b ∧ b S (g.g z). Exhibit
fB b = (b.g(fUBb)) for b. To show e.g. (a.g x) R (b.g(fUBb)) it suffices by
assumption to show x U [R]? (fUBb) ∧ Dfnbl?(x, (fU Bb)). But x = (fUAa), so
Dfnbl?(x, (fUBb)) is trivial and (fUAa) U [R]? (fUBb) follows by spParam. 2

As far as we know, it is not known whether or not the parametric PER-model
of [3] satisfies spParam, even for U [X ] = C, C ∈ Obs . We can however validate
spParam in the polymorphic extensionally collapsed syntactic models of [8] or
the parametric term models of [14].
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4.3 Sticking to the Parametric PER-Model

However, in this paper our preference is to continue to seek validation under the
non-syntactic parametric PER-model of [3]. Semantically, observational equiva-
lence is usually defined w.r.t. contexts that when filled, are closed terms. Thus a
reasonable alternative definition in the logic of observational equivalence is the
following.

Definition 5 (Closed Context Observational Equivalence (ObsEqC)). De-
fine closed context observational equivalence ObsEqC w.r.t. Obs in the logic by

ObsEqC
def= (u:∃X.T[X ], v:∃X.T[X ]).

(∃A, B.∃a:T[A], b:T[B] . u = (packAa) ∧ v = (packBb) ∧∧
C∈Obs ∀f:∀X.(T[X ] → C) . ClosedΓ In (f) ⇒ (fA a) = (fB b))

where ClosedΓ In (f) is derivable iff Γ In ` f .

The idea is that closedness is qualified by a given context Γ In so as to allow for
variables of input types in observable computations. Note that this was auto-
matically taken care of in the notion of observational computations of Def 2.

The task is now to determine what the predicate ClosedΓ In (f) should be. This
is intractable in the existing logic, but we can easily circumvent this problem
by introducing ClosedΓ In as a family of new basic predicates together with a
predefined semantics as follows.

Definition 6. The logical language is extended with families of basic predicates
ClosedΓ̂ (T ) ranging over types T , and ClosedΓ̂ (t, T ) ranging over terms t : T ,
both relative to a given environment Γ̂ . This new syntax is given a predefined
semantics as follows. For any type Γ ` T , term Γ ` t:T , and evaluation γ ∈ [[Γ ]],

|=Γ,γ ClosedΓ̂ (T ) def⇔ exists some type Γ̂ ` A, some γ̂ ∈ [[Γ̂ ]]
s.t. [[Γ ` T ]]γ = [[Γ̂ ` A]]γ̂

|=Γ,γ ClosedΓ̂ (t, T ) def⇔ exists some type Γ̂ ` A, term Γ̂ ` a:A, some γ̂ ∈ [[Γ̂ ]]
s.t. [[Γ ` T ]]γ = [[Γ̂ ` A]]γ̂ and [[Γ ` t:T ]]γ = [[Γ̂ ` a:A]]γ̂

Lemma 11. It is easily seen that the following axiom schemata are sound.

1. `Γ ClosedΓ̂ ,X(X)
2. `Γ ClosedΓ̂ (U) ∧ ClosedΓ̂ (V ) ⇒ ClosedΓ̂ (U → V )
3. `Γ ClosedΓ̂ ,X(U) ⇒ ClosedΓ̂ (∀X.U)

4. `Γ ClosedΓ̂ ,x:U(x, U)
5. `Γ ClosedΓ̂ ,x:U(t, V ) ⇒ ClosedΓ̂ (λx:U.t, U → V )
6. `Γ ClosedΓ̂ (g, U → V ) ∧ ClosedΓ̂ (t, U) ⇒ ClosedΓ̂ (gt, V )
7. `Γ ClosedΓ̂ ,X(t, U) ⇒ ClosedΓ̂ (ΛX.t,∀X.U)
8. `Γ ClosedΓ̂ (f, ∀X.U [X ]) ∧ ClosedΓ̂ (A) ⇒ ClosedΓ̂ (fA, U [A])
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9. `Γ ClosedΓ̂ (T ) ⇒ ClosedΓ̂ ′(T ), Γ̂ ⊆ Γ̂ ′

10. `Γ ClosedΓ̂ (t, T ) ⇒ ClosedΓ̂ ′(t, T ), Γ̂ ⊆ Γ̂ ′

We will usually omit the type argument in the term family of Closed. Intuitively,
we should now be able to use Lemma 8 to show the necessary special parametric-
ity instance. However, to make the induction spiral work, we have to strengthen
lemmas 8 and 6, by incorporating Closed into the Dfnbl? clause.

Definition 7 (Data Type Relation by Closed Observers). Define the data
type relation by closed observers U [ρ, R]?C as the data type relation U [ρ, R]? of
Def. 4, but where we use

DfnblC?
U [Y ,X](x, y) def= ∃f:∀Y .∀X.(T[X ] → U [Y , X ]) .

ClosedΓ In (f) ∧ (fE|kA a) = x ∧ (fF |kB b) = y

in place of Dfnbl?U [Y ,X], for Γ In = x1:U1, . . . , xm:Um, Ui ∈ In, 1 ≤ i ≤ m.

Lemma 12. For T[X ] satisfying adt, we have the derivability of

a(T[R]?C)b ⇔ ∧1≤i≤k a.fi (Ti[R]?C) b.fi

Lemma 13. With respect to the parametric PER-model of [3] it is sound to
assert the following axiom schema for C ∈ Obs.

IdentC: ∀x, y:C . x =C y ⇔ x(C[ρ]?C)y

Lemma 14. For T[X ] adhering to adt, for f : ∀X.(T[X ] → U [X ]), for any
U [X ], and where free term variables of f are of types in In, we can derive

f (∀X.T[X ]?C → U [X ]?C) f

By Lemma 14 it is sound w.r.t. the parametric PER-model to postulate the
following axiom schema. For T[X ] adhering to adt , for Γ In = x1:U1, . . . , xm:Um,
Ui ∈ In, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, for any U [X ],

CspParam: ∀f:∀X.(T[X ]→U [X ]) . ClosedΓ In (f) ⇒ f (∀X.T[X ]?C→U [X ]?C) f

We can now show the higher-order polymorphic generalisation of Theorem 4 now
validated w.r.t. the parametric PER-model:

Theorem 15. Extending the language with the predicates Closed of Def. 6, given
CspParam, for T[X ] adhering to adt, for Γ In = x1: U1, . . . , xm: Um, Ui ∈ In,
1 ≤ i ≤ m, the following is derivable.

∀A, B.∀a:T[A], b:T[B] .
∃R⊂A×B . a(T[R]?C)b ⇔∧

C∈Obs ∀f:∀X.(T[X ] → C) . ClosedΓ In (f) ⇒ (fA a) = (fB b)
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Proof: ⇒: This follows from CspParam and IdentC.
⇐: Along the lines of the proof of Theorem 9, and using Lemma 11 to obtain

ClosedΓ In (f) from ClosedΓ In (fU ), and using Lemma 12 and IdentC in place of
Lemma 6 and Ident. 2

We now get composability validated w.r.t. the parametric PER-model:

Theorem 16 (Composability of SimulationRelations).GivenCspParam,
for T[X ] adhering to adt, we can derive

∀A, B, G, R⊂A×B, S⊂B×G, a:T[A], b:T[B], g:T[G].
a(T[R]?C)b ∧ b(T[S]?C)g ⇒ a(T[S ◦R]?C)g

Proof: As for Theorem 10, but using CspParam instead of spParam. 2

Finally we retrieve the notions of specification refinement. We have estab-
lished the coincidence of observational equivalence and the existence of a simula-
tion relation at higher order, but in this paper we do not tie the link to equality
at existential type. This is of minor importance because we can simply redefine
our notions in terms of ObsEqC (or ObsEq) instead of equality: The realisation
predicate of Def. 1 then reads ΘSP (u) = ∃X.∃x:TSP [X ] . u ObsEqC (packXx) ∧
ΦSP [X, x]. Note that we now have to show the stability of constructors explicitly.

5 Final Remarks and Discussion

This paper has addressed specification refinement up to observational equiva-
lence with System F using Plotkin and Abadi’s logic for parametric polymor-
phism. At first order, specification refinement up to observational equivalence
can be defined in the logic using Luo’s formalism, because equality at existential
type coincides (Theorem 3) with observational equivalence ObsEq (Def 2).

At higher order, i.e. when the data type signature has higher-order function
types, we ostensibly loose the correspondence in the logic between observational
equivalence and the existence of a simulation relation. We argued that at higher-
order the usual notion of simulation relation is too strict, since it for function
types requires that one consider arbitrary arguments, which might be other than
those actually accessible in computations.

Thus an alternative simulation relation T[R]? was proposed based on the
Dfnbl? clause and data type relation (Def. 4). Then a correspondence in the
logic between observational equivalence and the existence of this alternative
simulation relation is re-established in any model in which the axiom schema
spParam is valid (Theorem 9). For the parametric PER-model, we also achieve
the correspondence (Theorem 15) by extending the logical language with basic
predicates ClosedΓ̂ , defining a second alternative simulation relation T[R]?C, and
validating the axiom schema CspParam w.r.t the parametric PER-model. Fi-
nally, we achieve a simulation relation in the logic that composes at higher-order
(theorems 10 and 16). This relates to on-going work on the semantic level.
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The approach taken in this paper is conservative in that we in the outset do
not want to alter either the type theory nor the parametricity axiom schema.
This is motivated by the view that it is the relational proof criteria specifically
for abstract data types that need amending, not the type theory itself. The
parametricity axiom is left alone in order to relate to established models for
relational parametricity. However, there seem to be other interesting approaches
worth looking into. One alternative would be to alter the type system so as
to isolate separate types for use in abstract data types, and then extend the
parametricity axiom schema to deal with these types. A very promising approach
to finding a non-syntactic model satisfying spParam seems to be to work along
the lines of Jung and Tiuryn [19], and define a non-standard Kripke-like model
to validate the logic.
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